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  Description

  Little Dutch is a vibrant and enchanting brand that brings a touch of joy and whimsy to the world of children's products. If your baby, toddler or pre-school has lots of options for toys to play with, this will contribute to their development. This fun spiral game has five vintage-toned pieces to be stacked together for a fun, and sensory ball run. Little Dutch are an independent, family-founded and run brand that specialises in wooden toys for babies and children.
The 103 third parties who use cookies on this service do so for their purposes of displaying and measuring personalized ads, generating audience insights, and developing and improving products. As each ball winds and rolls down the spiral tower, it will enhance hand-eye coordination and teaches a child the concept of cause and effect, ensuring it’s both fun and educational. The 3 blue tracks have a suction cups that are easily attached to and removed from the bathroom wall.Soft toys: cuddle cloth, cuddly toy, ring rattle, crinkle cloth, activity cube, pull-and-shake toy, rattle, play mat, activity booklet, crinkle toy, Jim and Rosa dolls, Sophia doll, ball, activity spiral, ring stacker and crinkle cuddle. The Little Dutch Spiral Tower comes with three big easy-to-grip balls in different pastel hues that make a gentle sound when moving. The Little Dutch Spiral Tower comes with three big easy-to-grip balls that make a gentle sound when moving. The twins love the tinkling ball sounds, and had a great time chasing after them as they came rolling out of the tower!
Don’t hesitate to ask for our personal advice, so you can be sure that your baby, toddler or pre-school child is able to play safely and with lots of fun. If your baby, toddler or pre-school child has lots of options for toys to play with, this will contribute to their development. Lovely toy, our little one is 5 months so it's a bit grown up for him to handle however he enjoys us putting the balls at the top so he can watch them go round to the bottom. From cuddly plush animals to stylish playmats, each item is carefully crafted to stimulate a child's imagination, promote sensory development, and foster a love for learning through play. The colourful toy consists of 5 soft-hued pieces that your little one can easily stack, and drop the balls down one by one on the top tier.Little Dutch is a Dutch-born brand for babies, toddlers, and preschoolers which offers modern nursery essentials, accessories and toys for babies and children. We don’t share your credit card details with third-party sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. There are three big easy-to-grip balls in different colours that make a little sound as they roll down the ramp.
Little Dutch continue to work to remove plastic from their packaging, swap to alternative and sustainable choices as quickly as possible as well as use Oeko-Tex and Organic materials for their clothing. The Little Dutch Spiral Tower in Pink is a fun ball run game for little ones, offering a sensory experience for both sight and sound. The spiral tower helps develop hand-eye coordination and teach little ones the cause and effect, making playing fun and educational. The Spiral Tower enhances hand-eye coordination and teaches a child the concept of cause and effect, ensuring it's both fun and educational.You have come to the right place for wooden toys, soft toys, baby gyms, balance bikes, bath toys, games, puzzles, and toys for travelling that suit your baby or child. You’ve come to the right place for wooden toys, soft toys, baby gyms, balance bikes, bath toys, games, puzzles, and toys for travelling that suit your baby or child. The Spiral Tower comes with three big easy-to-grip balls in different colours that make a little sound when moving. We also give personal advice, so you can be sure that your baby, toddler or pre-school child is able to play safely and with lots of fun.
Set up the tracks on the bathroom wall and let the ball roll down for splashes of fun in the bathtub. Their products encourage kids to let their imagination run wild and help them to practice new skills. Discover a stunning curation of timeless treasures, infused with fun and destined to be loved for years to come. This ball run spiral game is great for aiding hand-eye coordination and teaches a child the concept of cause and effect, ensuring it is both fun and educational.With its soft pastel colors and charming design, this spiral tower is both visually appealing and educational. We have brought together a collection of beautiful, long lasting toys from around the world that are loved by us. The spiral tower comes standard with 3 lightweight and easy-to-grip balls in different colours that make a sound when moved. Drop the balls one by one onto the top tier and see how each of them winds and rolls down the pink toned segments.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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